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Abstract
This paper presents a classiﬁcation of the diﬀerent new Phillips curves existing in the
literature as a set of choices based on three assumptions: the choice of the structure
of price adjustments (Calvo or Taylor), the presence of backward indexation, and
the type of price contracts (ﬁxed prices or predetermined prices). The paper suggests
study of the dynamic properties of each speciﬁcation, following diﬀerent monetary
shocks on the growth rate of the money stock. We develop the analytical form of
the price dynamics, and we display graphics for the responses of prices, output,
and inﬂation. We show that the choice made for each of the three assumptions
has a strong inﬂuence on the dynamic properties. Notably, the choice of the price
structure, while often considered as unimportant, is indeed the most inﬂuential
choice concerning the dynamic responses of output and inﬂation.
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One of the central questions in the recent literature concerning inﬂation dy-
namics has been the ability of the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC there-
after) to correctly reproduce the empirical impact of monetary shocks. This
speciﬁcation is attractive for several reasons: among others, its tractability and
the existence of microfoundations. Moreover, as shown by Roberts (1995), the
diﬀerent assumptions on price adjustment existing in the literature (Taylor,
1980, Rotemberg, 1982, and Calvo, 1983) lead to the same structural rela-
tion between inﬂation and output. For these reasons, this speciﬁcation, based
on the assumption of ﬁxed prices (FP thereafter), has been for some years
something close to a "standard speciﬁcation" (McCallum, 1997). It represents
inﬂation as a pure forward looking variable. However, since the work of Ball
(1994a) and Fuhrer and Moore (1995), the empirical plausibility of the NKPC
has been strongly questioned. The main reason is that the forward-looking
dynamics of the NKPC imply that inﬂation behaves like a "jump-variable".
As a consequence, this model predicts an absence of inﬂation persistence, and
a real neutrality of disinﬂation policies, while in reality, inﬂation is persistent
and nearly all disinﬂations are costly 1 .
One way to improve the empirical validation of the NKPC is to introduce
lagged inﬂation in the dynamics, for example assuming the presence of backward-
looking agents (Gali and Gertler, 1999), or a backward-looking indexation
mechanism (Woodford, 2003, Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans, 2005). Re-
cently, these "hybrid" Phillips curves, combining forward and backward in-
ﬂation terms, have replaced the forward-looking NKPC as the new standard
speciﬁcation. Although the theoretical foundations of this lagged inﬂation term
are unclear, it is often considered as a necessary condition for the reproduction
of plausible inﬂation dynamics.
Some authors, like Ball, Mankiw and Reis (2005) criticize all models based on
FP, and prefer to give up this assumption. Deploring the "sorry state" of the
literature, these authors say that forward-looking New Keynesian models are
at odds with the facts, and that hybrid models are even worse. In response
to the apparent failures, they propose to replace the FP assumption by the
sticky information one (Mankiw and Reis, 2002), which formally is a resur-
gence of the Fischer (1977) predetermined prices assumption (PP thereafter).
They argue that this alternative outperforms the FP hypotheses. Notably, the
predetermination of prices prevents inﬂation from jumping immediately after
shocks.
1 Critics about the inﬂation dynamics implied by the NKPC are extensive in the
literature (see among others Roberts, 1998, Walsh, 1998, Mankiw, 2001, Mankiw
and Reis, 2002, Rudd and Wheelan, 2005).
2However, the superior performance of PP models has been questioned by some
recent papers. Analyzing the responses of FP and PP models built on the struc-
ture of price adjustment of Calvo, some authors conclude that the Mankiw and
Reis PP model displays indeed a performance similar to the forward-looking
NKPC (Devereux and Yetman, 2003) and to the "hybrid" Phillips curve (Tra-
bandt, 2005). Woodford (2003) also uses forward and "hybrid" versions of the
NKPC and ﬁnds that these speciﬁcations correctly ﬁt the facts. Collard and
Dellas (2003), and Dupor and Tsuruga (2005) show that giving up the Calvo
price structure signiﬁcantly lowers the performance of the PP model.
Because the choice of the structural form of the economy is important for the
recommendations of monetary policy, the current controversy and the pres-
ence of many contradicting declarations is embarrassing. Despite the apparent
similarities of these models, their predictions in terms of responses to mon-
etary shocks are quite diﬀerent and there is no agreement on their relative
performances. One reason that could explain these contrasted results is the
absence in the literature of an exhaustive synthesis summarizing the dynamic
properties of these diﬀerent models. Some comparative works exist, but ei-
ther they do not compare models within a common framework (Nelson, 1998,
Walsh, 1998, Jondeau and LeBihan, 2001), giving hardly comparable results,
or the comparison only takes in account a limited set of alternatives 2 (Jeanne,
1998, Pereau, 2001, Mankiw and Reis, 2002, Devereux and Yetman, 2003, Tra-
bandt, 2005). Another reason is the frequent use of simulation methods (for
example Dupor and Tsuruga, 2005, or De Walque, Smets and Wouters, 2005).
The absence of analytical results does not clearly highlight the properties of
each assumption on price adjustment, and conclusions remain uncertain.
In this paper, we will try to evaluate the relative performance of the most im-
portant new Phillips curves within a common framework, for diﬀerent money
shocks. We present both an analytical representation of the price dynamics,
and some graphical illustrations. This allows for a better understanding of the
dynamic properties of the diﬀerent Phillips curves.
To do this comparative work, we adopt a classiﬁcation of the diﬀerent hypothe-
ses presented in the literature based on three points: the ﬁrst is the choice of
the nature of the nominal rigidity (either PP or FP), the second is the choice
of the price adjustment rule (either Calvo or Taylor), and the third is the pres-
ence or the absence of indexation. This permits to obtain comparable Phillips
curves and to attribute the diﬀerences of response of each speciﬁcation exclu-
sively to the assumptions made on the three parameters presented. The other
2 Most of the time, these papersonly focus on one of the schemes of price rigidity
(Calvo or Taylor). The justiﬁcation for this limitation comes from a general feeling
of homogeneity in the reduced form of the models using diﬀerent assumptions on
price rigidity (Roberts, 1995).
3elements of the economy are voluntarily simpliﬁed in order to highlight the
properties of the price equation.
In addition to the survey, our work shows the following elements:
a) The choice of the price structure (Calvo or Taylor) has very important im-
plications for the price and output dynamic. The inﬂuential paper by Roberts
(1995) concluding to the unimportance of the speciﬁct y p eo fp r i c er i g i d i t yi s
misleading. For example, in the forward-looking FP models, the structure of
Taylor implies structural expectation errors and a positive cost of disinﬂation
absent from the structure of Calvo.
b) Except for the disinﬂation case, the introduction of indexation does not
by itself add signiﬁcantly more persistence. The choice of the price struc-
ture (Calvo or Taylor) is more important. In other words, hybrid sticky-prices
models have very diﬀerent dynamic properties concerning persistence. Under
the Taylor pricing rule, indexation does not add much persistence. Under the
Calvo pricing rule, it can raise signiﬁcantly the degree of persistence.
c) Contrary to the aﬃrmation of Ball, Mankiw and Reis (2005), the hybrid
sticky price model built on the structure of Calvo produces plausible responses
to all the shocks we consider. The PP assumption needs the presence of the
Calvo pricing rule to generate suﬃcient persistence.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the derivation of the
diﬀerent Phillips curves. Section 2 presents the responses of the model to an
auto-correlated shock on money growth. Section 3 is a study of the dynamic
properties of each model consecutively to a disinﬂation policy. Section 4 sug-
gests a comparison of our results with those of others important papers in the
literature, and in the last section, we conclude.
1 PRESENTATION OF THE PHILLIPS CURVES
1.1 The common set-up
We follow a standard two-step procedure. In the ﬁrst step, we present the level
at which prices would be set if they were entirely ﬂexible. We note p∗
t as the
proﬁt-maximizing price of a ﬁrm during the period t (all ﬁrms are identical).
Following Romer (2001) or Kiley (2002a), in a monopolistic competition setup,
absent wage rigidities, this price is given by:
p
∗
t = pt + φyt (1)
4where pt is the overall price level, yt is the output gap and φ is a measure of
real rigidities. All variables are in logarithms.
In the second step we introduce nominal rigidities, with the standard assump-
tion that ﬁrms can take new decisions on prices only when they receive signals
of price changes. Each time a ﬁrm receives a signal, it sets an entire path
of future prices. As signals of price changes are infrequent, we note λj the
expected probability of having a new signal of price change j periods after
setting the price path. We note xt,t+j the price set at time t for the period
t+j. The objective of the ﬁrm setting new prices is to minimize the sum of the
diﬀerences between xt,t+j and p∗
t+j. We also assume that prices can be indexed
to past inﬂation (Woodford, 2003). We note γ the degree of indexation. Up to
a linear approximation, a ﬁrm having a signal of price change during period t
tries to minimize the following loss function 3:
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The price gap of period t + i is weighted by the probability of not having a
new price signal until this date.
Most of the models presented in the literature can be seen as imposing some
restrictions on three elements of equation (2): λj,x t,t+i and γ.
1.2 The choice of the price adjustments structure (λj)
The ﬁrst distinction is about the choice of the rule governing price path ad-
justments. Each time a ﬁrm receives a new signal of price change, it can
immediately set a new path of prices. We assume that the expected average
duration between two signals is equal to N periods of the model (i.e. a ﬁrm
changing its price path at the beginning of period t should have on average a
new signal at the beginning of period t+N). Two assumptions have retained
m u c ha t t e n t i o ni nt h el i t e r a t u r e .T h eﬁrst is based on the staggered prices
structure of Taylor (1980). In this speciﬁcation, each price lasts exactly N
periods, with an individual probability of price change of 1 every N periods
and 0 otherwise. Firms in the economy are divided between N cohorts of equal
size, each cohort being diﬀerentiated by the date of its price change. The al-
ternative, which is more used, is based on the partial adjustment structure of
Calvo (1983). A ﬁrm has a constant probability equal to 1/N to change its
3 T h ed i s c o u n tr a t ei se q u a lt oo n e .I t si n t roduction is straightforward but unim-
portant for our analysis.
5price each period. This probability is independent of the date of the last price
change. The possible values of λj are given in Table 1.
Structure Probabilities of price signal






j ∈ [1;N − 1[ ⇒ λj =0




TAB. 1. Assumptions on the arrival of price signals
This presentation highlights the fact that the main diﬀerence between the
Calvo and Taylor pricing rule is that the price signal probability in Calvo is
time independent whereas under Taylor it is time dependent.
1.3 The nature of price rigidity (xt,t+j)
The second distinction concerns the restrictions imposed on the value of the
prices set for each period of the price contract. We call a price contract the
vector of prices set between two adjustments of the price path. In the liter-
ature, the prices speciﬁed in price contracts have taken two forms: ﬁxity or
predetermination. Following Blanchard and Fischer (1989), a price is prede-
termined from t to t+j if its path from t to t+j is predetermined as of time
t.Ap r i c ei sﬁxed if it is predetermined and constant during that length of
t i m e .T h i si se q u i v a l e n tt oi m p o s i n gxt,t+j = xt during all the duration of the
contract.
1.4 The indexation degree (γ)
Some authors have introduced an indexation mechanism for the price set (xt)
to lagged inﬂation. Each period, a fraction γ of the inﬂation rate observed
during the last period can be added to the value of the price if there is no
new signal of price change. Several γ values are considered in the literature.
Christiano et al. (2005) assume that indexation is complete (γ =1 ), and
Woodford (2003) uses partial indexation (0 <γ<1).
The motivation for indexation in FP models (apart from raising the degree
of persistence) is that for a positive trend inﬂation, there is a growing gap
between the optimal price and the price eﬀectively set, which is ineﬃcient.
However, as under PP, all expected inﬂa t i o ni si n t e g r a t e di nt h ep r i c ep a t h .
6This scheme of indexation is of little interest 4 . Consequently, we shall only
study the impact of indexation in FP models. We shall also restrict our analysis
to the following cases: full indexation (noted I thereafter), and no indexation
(noted FL, for forward-looking, thereafter).
1.5 Presentation of inﬂation dynamics
Combining the diﬀerent assumptions, it is possible to derive the most impor-
tant Phillips curves discussed in the recent literature.
1.5.1 Fixed prices in the Calvo model
First, we consider the most popular combinations: the FP version of the Calvo
model (with and without indexation). Thel o s sf u n c t i o n sr e duce to the follow-
ing forms (respectively for the FL model, then the model with full indexation):
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Up to an approximation, the aggregate price level is a weighted average of
the prices coexisting at time t, given that a fraction (1/N) of the prices is
modiﬁed each period:
4 It is possible to imagine an indexation rule that would introduce a correction
mechanism if realized inﬂation diﬀers from expected inﬂation, but this issue is be-


















(pt−1 + πt−1) (6)
Given these equations and the value of p∗
t+i (equation 1), it is possible to
derive a Phillips curve linking the current inﬂation to its expected value (and
its lagged value in the case of indexation), and the output gap:
πt =Etπt+1 +
φ







2N (N − 1)
yt (8)
Equation (7) corresponds to the widely used Calvo forward-looking Phillips
curve, and equation (8) represents a simpliﬁed version of the hybrid Phillips
curve presented by Christiano et al. (2005).
1.5.2 Fixed prices in the Taylor model
We consider now the structure of the Taylor price adjustments, under the FP
hypotheses. Given the probabilities of price adjustment, the loss functions are
reduced to the following forms (respectively for the FL version, then with full
indexation):
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Given these equations and the value of p∗
t+i, it is possible to obtain a Phillips
curve. However, while with the Calvo structure, the form of the Phillips curve
does not depend on the assumption made on N (the average length of con-
tracts), this is not the case under the Taylor structure. In most of the litera-
ture, two-period contracts (N=2) are considered. We retain this assumption for
numerical applications (in a semi-annual model, it represents a length of con-
tracts equal to one year on average), which is standard (see Taylor, 1999). For
this length of contracts, the diﬀerences between the Phillips curves resulting
from the structure of Taylor and Calvo are minimized. This gives the following















where e yt = yt + yt−1 + Et−1yt + Etyt+1.
Equation (13) corresponds to the Phillips curve of the Taylor model, and
equation (14) to the Phillips curve of the Fuhrer and Moore model. This
presentation of inﬂation dynamics is important because it diﬀers from the
well-known presentations of the same models made by Roberts (1995), Fuhrer
and Moore (1995) or Walsh (1998). In those papers, equations (13) and (14)
are presented with the same form as equations (7) and (8), representing their
equivalent under the Calvo structure, adding a neglected expectation error.
This error term is neglected in most papers and the choice concerning the
Calvo or Taylor structure is often considered as equivalent (Roberts, 1995,
Mankiw, 2001). However, as Ben Aïssa and Musy (2007) and Musy (2006)
have shown, this error term is crucial to properly understand the dynamic
properties of the Taylor price structure. This point will be clearly illustrated
in the following sections.
The origin of these terms indeed just reﬂects the interactions between the
cohorts of price setters. The price level is an average of the prices set by cohorts
in the past. As the prices are expected to be constant over several periods,
price setters have to expect the future economic situation. The current price
level (and then inﬂation dynamics) then contains these past expectations.
When the number of staggering price cohorts rises, the number of these lags
also rises, because ﬁrms have to take into account a higher number of future
9prices. As an example, if we have 3 cohorts of ﬁrms in the model of Taylor,


















yt + yt−1 + yt−2 + Et (yt+1 + yt+2)




In a staggered framework, such terms appear because they resume the past
ﬁxations of prices. They do not appear only in cases such that all the past
history of price decisions is resumed by the last index of the price level (pt−1). It
is precisely the case if we follow the rule of Calvo. But is it of course a particular
case, resulting from the use of a Poisson process, where the probability of
changing the price is always the same for all the ﬁrms.
One should also note that the assumption leading to the presence of lagged
inﬂation in the Fuhrer and Moore model is not based on the presence of
indexation, but rather on an assumption of relative contracting. We show in
the Appendix 1 that for two-period contracts, the Phillips curve resulting
from the indexation assumption in the Taylor model and the Phillips curve
derived by Fuhrer and Moore are exactly equivalent. However, we prefer to
use indexation because the assumptions used by Fuhrer and Moore are hard
to reconcile with microeconomic foundations (Holden and Driscoll, 2003)
1.5.3 Predetermined Prices
As indicated below, we only consider the case with zero indexation. The loss
functions of a ﬁrm setting predetermined prices are the following (respectively

























10The price level is an average of current prices predetermined at diﬀerent dates,

















Even if the sequences of prices are identical in both cases, the diﬀerent deﬁni-
tions of the price level lead to very diﬀerent Phillips curves. To be in accordance














πt =πt−1 + Et−1πt − Et−2πt−1 + b yt (16)
where ∆yt = yt − yt−1 and b yt = φyt − φyt−1 + Et−1yt − Et−2yt−1.E q u a t i o n
(15) is equivalent to the Phillips curve derived by Mankiw and Reis, and
equation (16) represents a Phillips curve closely related to the Fischer model
(1977). Contrary to the models with FP, current inﬂation does not include any
expectations of future variables. The expectation terms are related only to past
expectations of current variables. The number of expectation lags is equal to
maximum length of contracts, that is, N under the structure of Taylor, and
inﬁnity under the Calvo structure.
1.6 Summary of the Phillips Curves
I nT a b l e2 ,w es u m m a r i z et h ed i ﬀerent Phillips curves presented. We now
assume two-period contracts for all speciﬁcations. We note C for the Calvo
hypotheses, T for Taylor, FL for the forward-looking version (i.e. zero index-
ation) and I for full indexation. For each combination, we indicate the main
paper of the literature using these hypotheses, and the associated Phillips
curve.
11Hypotheses Associated Model Phillips Curve
C/FP/FL Calvo πt= Etπt+1+
φ
2yt
C/FP/I Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans πt=1







2 (Et−1πt + Etπt+1)+φe yt
T/FP/I Fuhrer and Moore πt=1














Et−1−j (πt + φ∆yt)+κyt
T/PP Fischer πt= πt−1+Et−1πt−Et−2πt−1+b yt
TAB. 2. The Phillips Curves
where e yt = yt−1+Et−1yt+yt+Etyt+1 and b yt = φyt−φyt−1+Et−1yt−Et−2yt−1.
We assume a simple output function, which depends on the level of real bal-
ances:
yt = mt − pt (17)
The money path is exogenous and we study diﬀerent money shocks in the
following sections. As our aim is to understand the implications of each as-
sumption for price rigidity, the simpliﬁed economy we study has the virtue to
derive all dynamics from the nominal rigidity 5 .
2 AN AUTO CORRELATED SHOCK ON MONEY GROWTH
2.1 Presentation
We assume that the growth of the money stock follows an AR(1) process:
∆mt = ρ∆mt−1+εt,w h e r e∆mt ≡ mt−mt−1. The main criteria of evaluation
in the literature is the presence of a delayed and gradual response of output
and inﬂation to the monetary innovation (Mankiw, 2001, Mankiw and Reis,
2002). As stated by Kiley (2002b), the inﬂation response should also be more
delayed than the output response. Other evaluation elements, such as the
reproduction of the "acceleration phenomenon", are also used to assess the
relative performance of inﬂation dynamics models (Mankiw and Reis, 2002,
and Trabandt, 2005).
5 Trabandt (2005) studies the implications of some alternative assumptions of price
rigidity in dynamic stochastic general equilibrium models.
122.2 Price dynamics
Economy begins on its steady-state. The money shock occurs at the beginning
of period t =1 . We assume that the initial value of m is equal to m0.T h e

















2 (mt + mt−1)+
(1−θ)(1+θ)ρ





θ3−1 (mt + mt−1)+
A(1+θ3)ρ
2(θ3−1)(θ3−ρ) (∆mt + ∆mt−1)








Taylor/Predetermined Prices pt= pt−1+ 1
1+φ [φ∆mt +( 1+ρ)∆mt−1 − ρ∆mt−2]
TAB. 3. Price dynamics (auto correlated shock on money growth)
with A =[ 4 φ/(1 − 2φ)] and B = φ/4. θ i st h es t a b l er o o to ff o r w a r d - l o o k i n g
FP models. In models with indexation, θ1 and θ2 are two complex roots, with
a modulus below 1, and θ3 > 1 is a real root.
We focus on price dynamics instead of inﬂation dynamics because it is helpful
for a better understanding of the price adjustment mechanics. This will be
more evident in the next section on disinﬂations.
Before seeing graphical illustrations, one can see the properties of each as-
sumption on price adjustment.
• In FP models: - Indexation introduces a second price lag, with a negative
6 The PP model resolution under the Calvo structure is given by Mankiw and Reis
(2002). The Taylor model with PP is straightforward to resolve once the values
of expectations are given. The FP models resolution is obtained by the method of
factorization (see Romer, 2006, or Mankiw and Reis, 2002).
13inﬂuence;
- The Taylor price structure implies, even in its purely
forward-looking form, the presence of one lag of the money stock value, and
one lag of the money growth value 7. This results from the predetermination
at time t of one cohort of ﬁrms’ expectations.
• In PP models, dynamics are very dependent on the choice of the price ad-
justment structure. A unique and permanent shock on ∆m has a very short
impact in the PP model built on the Taylor structure. With the Calvo
structure, dynamics include an inﬁnity of predetermined expectations. Con-
sequently, persistence is larger.
2.3 The response of output and inﬂation
For numerical applications, we arbitrarily assume that ρ =0 .5 8.W ea l s o
assume that φ =0 .1, which corresponds to an important degree of strategic
interactions between ﬁrms. While there is a strong debate, Woodford (2003)
shows that values around φ =0 .1 are possible. This allows to make easier
comparisons with the literature 9 (see Taylor, 1999).
In Figure 1, we present the reaction of inﬂation to the shock.
7 When N rises, the number of these lags also rises.
8 As this value is the same for all models, and as we focus essentially on qualitative
aspects of the dynamics, this particular value is unimportant.
9 Kiley (2002a) and Dixon and Kara (2005b) study the impact of variations of φ
on persistence.


























FIG. 1. Response of inﬂation (autocorrelated shock)
The three models built on the Calvo structure display a hump-shaped response
of output. None of the models built on the Taylor structure can reproduce
such output behavior 10 . Since they reproduce a hump-shaped response of
inﬂation, they all respect the condition of a more delayed response of inﬂation
than output, a criterion advanced by Kiley (2002b). The only model that
reproduces a faster response of inﬂation (the peak of inﬂation occurs before the
peak of output) is the Calvo forward-looking model.and the inﬂation response
of the Christiano et al. model is even more delayed than the response of the
Mankiw and Reis PP model (2002).
In Figure 2 we present the response of the output.
10 This result is dependent of the use of 2-periods contracts. With longer contracts,
hump shaped dynamics can be reproduced.























FIG. 2. Response of output (autocorrelated shock)
The three models built on the Calvo structure display a hump-shaped response
of output. None of the models built on the Taylor structure can reproduce
such output behavior 11 . Since they reproduce a hump-shaped response of
inﬂation, they all respect the condition of a more delayed response of inﬂation
than output, a criterion advanced by Kiley (2002b). The only model that
reproduces a faster response of inﬂation (the peak of inﬂation occurs before
the peak of output) is the Calvo forward-looking model.
The behavior of output is of interest because it can summarize the degree
of persistence implied by nominal rigidities. If such rigidities were absent, we
w o u l dh a v ee a c hp e r i o dm = p (and then y =0 ). The degree of persistence can
be measured as the cumulative deviation between m and p,w h i c hi se q u a lt o
y. If we adopt this measure of persistence, the strongest degree of persistence
is displayed by the FL-FP model of Calvo (see Table 4), which is surprising
given all the debate on the lack of persistence of this model.
11 This result is dependent of the use of 2-periods contracts. With longer contracts,
hump shaped dynamics can be reproduced.
16Model C/FP/FL C/PP C/FP/I T/FP/FL T/FP/I T/PP
Deviation 0.046 0.034 0.030 0.015 0.008 0.006
TAB.4 .C u m u l a t i v ed e v i a t i o nb e t w e e nm and p (over 25 periods)
The forward-looking versions of the FP models imply a more important total
output deviation than their alternatives with indexation. This results from
the cyclical responses of the models with indexation. If we consider only the
absolute value of deviations, this strongly raises the cumulative deviation of
the Calvo FP model with indexation (from 0.03 to 0.057), but the impact is
low with the Taylor model (from 0.008 to 0.013), which is still lower than with
the forward-looking version.
One could note that the degree of persistence is lower with the Taylor struc-
t u r e .H o w e v e r ,a ss h o w nb yD i x o na n dK a r a(2006), the diﬀerence should be
lower if we allow for a motivated change in the calibration of λi.T h ev a l u e
of this parameter should be higher in the models using the Calvo structure,
which will lower the persistence of output and inﬂation. Despite the persua-
sive arguments of Dixon and Kara, we do not adopt this calibration here to
facilitate the comparisons between our results and previous papers in the lit-
erature. We also note that our results are independent from this choice, and
adopting the formulation by Dixon and Kara would reinforce our argument.
Indeed, from a qualitative viewpoint, we show that the implications of the
forward-looking Taylor contracts are in accordance with all the stylized facts,
while their main weakness is to produce a lower degree of persistence than
the models using the Calvo structure (the reason is shown by Kiley, 2002). As
Dixon and Kara show, using their calibration simply reduces this quantitative
diﬀerence. This would only reinforce the interest of Taylor contracts.
2.4 The acceleration phenomenon
As stated by Mankiw and Reis (2002), the acceleration phenomenon, which
represents the correlation between the output gap yt (log from trend) and
one-year inﬂation change (πt+1 − πt−1), focused on the observation date is a
well-documented macroeconomic fact.
In Figure 3, we present the correlation between output gap yt and the annual
change of inﬂation (πt+1 − πt−1) (the acceleration phenomenon), assuming
that the output gap and the output coincide (real shocks are held constant).












FIG. 3. The acceleration phenomenon
All correlations are positive except the one of the Calvo FL model. Contrary
to the assertion of Mankiw and Reis (2002), a FP forward looking model
can reproduce a positive correlation if we depart from the Calvo assumption.
Models with backward looking components predict a higher correlation than
the initial models, but the low value for the Taylor model is not necessarily a
weakness since it is in line with the empirical values found using semi-annual
US data 12 (Table 5).
Periods 1960:1-2005:2 1970:1-2005:2 1980:1-2005:2 1990:1-2005:2
The acceleration phenomenon 0.1472 0.1853 0.2017 0.3392
TAB. 5. The empirical acceleration phenomenon
12 For this calculation, output yt is the deviation of log real GDP from trend, where
trend is calculated using the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter. The US inﬂation is based on
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) from the FRED II Database of the Saint Louis
Federal Reserve. As we use a semi-annual model, we consider corr(yt,πt+1 −πt−1),
and not corr(yt,πt+2 − πt−2) as in Mankiw and Reis, who use a quarterly model.
183 A DISINFLATION POLICY
3.1 Presentation
A special case of the previous money process, where ρ =1 ,i sa l s oo f t e n
regarded as a criterion of evaluation. This particular value of ρ, while counter-
factual, is of great interest because, with a negative monetary innovation, it
corresponds to the case of a "cold-turkey" disinﬂation policy engineered by the
central bank. This kind of disinﬂation policy has often been used as a test to
dismiss the validity of the forward-looking New Keynesian inﬂation dynamics
model (Ball, 1994a, Fuhrer and Moore, 1995, Mankiw and Reis, 2002). This
model is supposed to be unable to reproduce the presence of a positive output
cost of the disinﬂation (Ball, 1994b), and the delayed response of inﬂation
following the slowing of money growth (Mankiw and Reis, 2002).
3.2 The money process
The central bank sets the money growth rate ∆mt to a level compatible with
its inﬂation target π∗
t,t h a ti s ,e a c hp e r i o d∆mt = π∗
t. Then, expectations are
given by: Et∆mt+i = π∗
t = ∆mt, ∀i ≥ 0.
The economy is initially at its steady-state, deﬁned by ∆mt = πt = π∗
1 and
yt =0 . A sudden and unexpected disinﬂation policy is equivalent to a negative




1.L e tt h ed i s -
inﬂation begin in period 1. This policy is credible and permanent, but is not
expected by the agents. For numerical applications, we assume that m0 =0 ,
and the evolution of mt is given by mt = mt−1 + π∗












Given the expectations of the money path, we can derive the analytic form of
price dynamics, which correspond to the ones presented in Table 1, assuming
ρ =1(the resolution of the Calvo model with PP is diﬀerent, and we use
the method presented by Mankiw and Reis, 2002). They are displayed in the
Appendix 2.
193.4 Graphical illustrations
Figure 4 represents the reaction of the price level.



























FIG. 4. Response of the price level (unexpected disinﬂation)
Although interest variables are mostly inﬂation and output, we also present
price dynamics because they are important to understand clearly the origins
of the real costs implied by disinﬂation. Given equation demand (17),i no r d e r
to reproduce a positive disinﬂation cost, models have to display a mechanism
of price over-shooting (i.e., the price level must continue to rise despite the
stability of the money growth). The only model unable to reproduce this over-
shooting mechanism is the forward-looking Calvo FP model. This is not a
general feature of forward-looking FP models, but only a characteristic of the
very speciﬁc rule of Calvo adjustment. Even in its simplest form, the Taylor
structure can reproduce this price over-shooting. We also could notice that
when considering this kind of shock, the equivalence between PP and FP in
the Calvo model when φ =1(showed by Devereux and Yetman, 2003) does
not hold.
Figure 5 represents the reaction of inﬂation.




























FIG. 5. Response of inﬂation (unexpected disinﬂation)
The behavior of prices implies that after reaching a peak, the price level has
to fall. Consequently, inﬂation also displays an over-shooting response. For all
models built on the structure of Taylor, this mechanism begins very quickly 13
(the second period consecutive to the shock), while for the models built on
the Calvo structure (excepted the FL version), the peak response of inﬂation
is more delayed.
Figure 6 represents the reaction of output.
13 The very quick response presented here is dependent on the very short length of
contracts assumed. For the forward-looking version, the peak response of the price
level occurs N periods after the shock, where N is the length of contracts.





















FIG. 6. Response of output (unexpected disinﬂation)
The magnitude of the output response depends on the degree of over-shooting
presented in Figure 1. The Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (Calvo hybrid)
and Mankiw Reis (Calvo and PP) models display comparable responses. The
two models with indexation (Fuhrer and Moore, and Christiano, Eichenbaum
and Evans) reproduce oscillatory dynamics due to the presence of complex
roots. It is important to note that the introduction of indexation in the Taylor
structure does not signiﬁcantly increase the output cost of disinﬂation. This
can be more clearly illustrated by the calculation of sacriﬁce ratios 14 (Figure
7).
14 The sacriﬁce ratio is deﬁned as the cumulative reduction in output required to
achieve a one percentage point reduction in the inﬂation rate.









FIG. 7. Sacriﬁce ratio (unexpected disinﬂation)
To have a comparison order, Ball (1994b) estimates sacriﬁce ratios ranging
from 0.0 to 3.6, with quarterly data. Of course, the values obtained depend
on the value chosen for parameters. Figure 7 has only some illustrative value.
To summarize the results, as it is well known, the forward-looking Calvo model
does not produce any inﬂation persistence or output costs. However, contrary
to a common view (among others Roberts, 1998, Walsh, 1998), this is a special
feature of the probabilistic Calvo price structure and not a property shared by
all FP forward-looking models. Even with the simplest deterministic structure
(Taylor uniform contracts for two periods), inﬂation displays some persistence,
and the disinﬂation output cost is positive. This result is general and does not
depend on the speciﬁc value chosen for φ.T h es a c r i ﬁce ratio in the presented







for a demonstration). While often neglected, the expectation errors present in
the Taylor structure have very important implications for disinﬂations. When
looking at the Phillips curves in the Taylor and Mankiw and Reis models,
one can see that the sources of persistence are indeed similar: both models
rely on the presence of predetermined expectations to reproduce a delay in
the inﬂation adjustment. Even in the sticky prices model, past information
sets of agents have an inﬂuence on current variables because they are included
23in the prices which are still in eﬀect in the current period. Then, as in the
sticky-information model, past money growth has an inﬂuence on current out-
put. There is one exception to this case: the Calvo assumption of a constant
probability of price changes among all ﬁrms (see next section).
The introduction of indexation in the Taylor structure does not signiﬁcantly
raise persistence. As shown by Ben Aïssa and Musy (2007), when taking into
account the expectation errors, the Taylor, Fuhrer and Moore models have
close dynamics properties, the latter produces only a little more persistence
than the former. However, introducing indexation in the Calvo model signiﬁ-
cantly alters the dynamics. Inﬂation is very persistent and the output cost is
the strongest of all the speciﬁcations considered. The corollary of the previous
remark is that FP hybrid models have very diﬀerent dynamic properties.
The properties of PP models are also sensitive to the choice of the pricing
structure. As it is well known for this price rigidity, a monetary shock has
real eﬀects only as long as all contracts have not been modiﬁed (Blanchard
and Fischer, 1989, p. 393). In the particular Calvo structure, some contracts
have an inﬁnite length, which produces a strong persistence and an asymptotic
convergence. When the length of contracts is ﬁnite, persistence is much lower
and there is strict convergence. Another presentation of this point is made
by Collard and Dellas (2003), and Dupor and Tsuruga, (2005). The proper-
ties of Mankiw and Reis model, which depend on the values chosen for the
parameters, are discussed extensively by Coibion (2006).
3.5 The sacriﬁce ratio in ﬁxed price forward-looking models
The presence of a positive real cost following a disinﬂa t i o ni sp o s s i b l ee v e nw i t h
fully rational forward-looking agents facing sticky prices. This is a result often
contested in the literature. We propose a general demonstration of this result
for a "cold-turkey" disinﬂation, considering only the two Taylor and Calvo
models, with ﬁxed prices but no indexation. Let disinﬂation begin in period j.
We derive the general form of inﬂation dynamics in the Calvo model 15,g i v e n






















C is the stable root of the dynamics. Inﬂation dynamics in the Taylor
model are given by:
15 To make the comparison simpler, we index by C the variables relative to the Calvo






































T is the stable root of the dynamics. Expected terms on money growth
are diﬀerent in the two structures. Given the money process, expectations are
given by: Et∆mt+i = π∗
t = ∆mt, ∀i ≥ 0.I n ﬂation dynamics are reduced in
both cases to the following forms:
πt =θ










(∆mt − ∆mt−2) (19)
We note π∗
1 the inﬂation rate before the disinﬂation. The initial state of the
economy is given by: ∆mt = πt = π∗
1,a n dyt =0 . When the disinﬂation policy
begins, the inﬂation target is changed permanently to π∗
2,w i t hπ∗
2 <π ∗
1.L e t
the disinﬂation begin during period j.
In the Calvo model, equation (18) implies that as soon as the economy begins
on its steady-state (πj−1 = ∆mj−1), we have πj+i = ∆mj+i = π∗
2,a n dyj+i =0 ,







































2, ∀i º 2
The condition πj >π ∗
2 is always veriﬁed 16. This means that there is some
inﬂation persistence at the beginning of the disinﬂation. After, the inﬂation
rate overshoots its long run value (πj+1 <π ∗
2). During subsequent periods,
the inﬂation rate converges to this long-run value. Convergence is gradual and
monotone if φ ≺ 1, immediate if φ =0 , and oscillatory if φ Â 1.
In the Taylor model, output is always negative during the process, and the




























for i ≥ 0. The total disinﬂation cost (TDC), given by
∞ P
i=0
yj+i,i se q u a lt o



















T ∈ ]−1;1[,w eh a v eTDCT < 0. In the forward-looking Taylor model
, a cold-turkey disinﬂation always implies a positive real cost of disinﬂation.
This result does not depend on the value of φ.T h i si sa ni m p o r t a n tp o i n t ,
as there are some debates on the plausible values of φ (see Chari, Kehoe and








Ap r e s e n t a t i o no ft h em e c h a n i c su n d e r l y i n gt h i sp o s i t i v ec o s ti sg i v e nb yM u s y
( 2 0 0 6 ) .T h es o u r c eo ft h i sc o s ti st h ep r e s e n c eo fe x p e c t a t i o ne r r o r s .C o n s i d e r
ﬁrst the price dynamics of the FL Calvo model (see Table 1). Assume for
simplicity that when the disinﬂation takes place, ∆mj =0( i.e. mj = mj−1).
It comes that pj = pj−1 and yj =0 . Thus, in the Calvo model, there is
no inﬂation persistence and disinﬂation is costless. By contrast, in the price
dynamics of the FL Taylor model, the forward looking component at time is
driven by the expectations made both in j and j − 1. Since half of the ﬁrms
have set their prices without expecting the disinﬂation, one has Ej−1∆mj > 0,
which implies pj >p j−1. Thus, in the Taylor model, there is a positive rate of
inﬂation and a real cost of disinﬂation.
The diﬀerence in the models’ properties comes from the diﬀerence in the dis-
tribution of contracts and in the timing of price changes. In the Calvo model,
the probability of a price change is independent from the date of the last price
modiﬁcation. Thus, the price changes are equally distributed among the ﬁrms.
During period j, the average unmodiﬁed price is equal to pj−1.T h i si m p l i e s
that πj depends only on the price changes made by those ﬁrms that set their
prices at time j. These ﬁrms fully respond to the monetary change. In the
Taylor model, a cohort of ﬁrms charges the older prices and only this cohort
changes its prices. For positive inﬂation rates, the average price of the ﬁrms
keeping their prices ﬁxed is greater than pj−1. At the beginning of the disin-
ﬂation, in period j, the only prices that are modiﬁed are those set in j−2.T h e
26index of the unmodiﬁed prices is then greater than pj−1.G i v e nt h ep r e s e n c eo f
real rigidities (equation 1 can be rewritten as p∗
t =( 1− φ)pt +φmt), the new
prices have to be close to the unmodiﬁed prices and will take a value between
the index of the unchanged prices and the new equilibrium price level. In the
following periods, the price level will continue to be higher than the money
stock (see Figure 4)
If the disinﬂation is announced in advance, these error terms disappear and
the mechanisms presented do not play any role, and disinﬂation is not costly.
But in this case, PP combined with the Taylor structure also implies a costless
disinﬂation (see Taylor, 1983).
4 C O M P A R I S O NW I T HT H EL I T E R A T U R E
Our paper is close in spirit to the one by Nelson (1998), who shows that many
alternative sticky-price speciﬁcations may be written as special cases of a log-
linear model of prices dynamics. Among others, Nelson (1998) concludes that
the hybrid Fuhrer and Moore model is better suited to reproduce empirical
inﬂation serial correlations than the forward-looking Taylor model. However,
his conclusions are distorted for two reasons: the ﬁrst one is the absence of
expectations errors in the dynamics, while the results presented below show
the importance of these errors. The second reason is the absence of a common
framework to derive the implications of the alternative assumptions on price
adjustment. Consequently, in his presentation, the numerical value of some
parameters appears to artiﬁcially diﬀers from one model to another. As an
example, the value of φ is estimated when he considers the Fuhrer and Moore
model, which gives a very small value of 0.008. This estimated value is common
in empirical studies. But when he analyzes the Taylor model, he uses the
calibration of φ proposed by Chari, Kehoe and McGrattan (2000), who argue
that φ cannot be smaller than 1.2 in a general equilibrium framework. As we
know, the lower the value of φ, the greater the model persistence. The higher
value of φ in his representation of the Taylor model can explain most of his
contrasted conclusions about the relevance of the two models. As we have
shown, Furher and Moore contracts do not add much more persistence.
Another relevant paper is Kiley (2002a). He considers a shock on the level of
the money stock, and shows that the diﬀerent price distributions between the
t w om o d e l sh a v ea ni m p a c ti nt e r m so fo u t p u tp e r s i s t e n c e ,t h eC a l v om o d e l
being more persistent. In this paper, we focus on shocks on the money growth
rate. The diﬀerent assumptions on price adjustment have other implications.
Notably, in the Taylor model, price changes are made by the ﬁrms charging
the oldest prices in the economy. As Kiley only considers shocks on the level
of the money stock, the eﬀects presented in the previous section do not play
27any role in the dynamics presented in his paper, as in this case, before the
shock, all contracts are set at the same value.
The paper by Mankiw and Reis (2002) is also very relevant, because we adopt
their criteria consisting in the reproduction of stylized facts. Their conclusion
is that the sticky information model is consistent with "accepted views of
how monetary policy works", while the forward-looking ﬁxed price model fail
on three points: 1- Disinﬂations are not contractional; 2- Money shocks have
their maximum eﬀect on inﬂation with a substantial delay (this concerns also
the hybrid model, according to Ball, Mankiw and Reis, 2005); 3- The model
cannot explain the acceleration phenomenon that vigorous economic activity
is positively correlated with rising inﬂation (Mankiw and Reis, 2002, p. 1318).
They study only the Calvo version of the forward-looking ﬁxed price model.
Interestingly, we show that the Taylor model can successfully reproduce all
these three points, even in its entire forward-looking version : the sacriﬁce ratio
is positive, the correlation between the output gap and the annual change of
inﬂation is positive (the acceleration phenomenon), and the maximum impact
of the money shock on inﬂation does not occur immediately. The conclusion
by Mankiw and Reis is biased toward the sticky information model because
they only compare it to the forward-looking Calvo model, which implies very
speciﬁc dynamic properties. Even simple departures from this special rule can
greatly improve the ﬁt of the macro implications of the sticky price assumption
to the "accepted views of how monetary policy works".
Mankiw and Reis also use the "disinﬂation criterion" 17 to discard the new
Keynesian model. We show that indeed, all models, excepted the FL Calvo
model, can ﬁll this criterion. However, the analysis of price level dynamics
we conducted in this paper shows that a clear comprehension of the costs of
disinﬂations in those models, indeed leads to the following question: "why do
ﬁrms continue to raise prices even if the money stock, and then optimal prices,
are stable ?". Our opinion is that the most interesting response is given by the
FL Taylor model : it results from the interactions between decisions of fully
rational and informed ﬁrms which can change their prices, with ﬁrms which
cannot. The sticky price mechanism is indeed a good mechanism to reproduce
the eﬀects of disinﬂation. All the alternatives rely on assumptions either of a
lack of rationality from ﬁrms, or on a limited use of information. If we consider
the new current standard model of inﬂation dynamics (the Calvo model with
indexation), disinﬂation is costly only because some ﬁrms use an ad hoc rule
of past inﬂation indexation. There is nothing to explain why and when ﬁrms
should use indexation, and if they use it, what should be the appropriate
degree of indexation (which is a free parameter, as in Woodford, 2003). If we
consider that the New Neoclassical Synthesis emphasized the importance of
17 The disinﬂation criterion represents the ability of the model to reproduce correctly
the costs of disinﬂations.
28optimization and rational expectations (Goodfriend, 2004), its current leading
model provides all but a satisfactory explanation to the understanding of
disinﬂations, and more generally on the phenomenon of inﬂation persistence 18.
5C O N C L U S I O N
Our main conclusion is that the most important element for dynamic proper-
ties is the choice of the price structure. In this paper, we have considered only
the simplest forms of the Calvo and Taylor structures, but even with these
restrictions, diﬀerences are important. This result is surprising because, since
the inﬂuential paper by Roberts (1995), this choice has often been considered
as unimportant. As a consequence, the conclusion that there is a total absence
of sources of inﬂation inertia in forward-looking FP models, as stated by Ball,
Mankiw and Reis (2005), is not exact. The frequent negligence of expectation
errors inherent to the Taylor structure explains this result. Indeed, the absence
of disinﬂation costs is a very special characteristic attributable to the Calvo
structure. For critics ﬁnding that the simplest Taylor structure can produce
only a small degree of inﬂation persistence, the introduction of a small part
of longer contracts seems able to signiﬁcantly rise persistence [see Dixon and
Kara, 2005]. Then, when using the New Keynesian Phillips curve, it seems
more important not to systematically use the Calvo model, rather than to
apologize in a footnote, as suggested by Mankiw (2005). Another surprising
result is the fact that the presence of lagged inﬂa t i o ni nt h ed y n a m i c si m -
proves only slightly the degree of inﬂation persistence produced by each price
structure, except in the case of the Calvo structure submitted to a disinﬂation
shock. Concerning the PP versus FP choice, we show that this choice by itself
is not suﬃcient to determine dynamic inﬂation properties and output. Both
hypotheses can produce an important degree of persistence. In PP models,
the choice of the price structure is even more important than in FP models,
because under the Taylor structure, the degree of persistence is very low.
An interesting extension would be to go deeper in the study of the founda-
tions of these price rules. The assumption of exogenous time-dependent price
rigidities is frequent in the literature, but for a comparative work, it would
be interesting to associate output and inﬂation dynamics at a macro level
with the microeconomic nature of the adjustment costs preventing ﬁrms from
changing their prices (menu costs, contracting costs, rational inattentiveness,
indexation decision etc...). Yetman (2007) provided an interesting paper in
this way of research, and it seems to be a natural way to prolong our work.
18 Of course, the costs of disinﬂations can come from other equations than the
inﬂation equation. As we use a simple model, we do not consider these eﬀects.
29APPENDIX 1: Equivalence between equation (14) and the Phillips
curve of Fuhrer and Moore (1995)
The general formulation of the Fuhrer and Moore model consists in introducing
a relative term in the Taylor structure. Equations (1), (9) and (11) of the














There is no reference to the price level. Fuhrer and Moore (1995)
criticize this point and argue that contracts should be written in relative terms.
They propose the following rule for the evolution of xt:





Et (vt+i + φyt+i) (21)
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For N =2 , this gives:
xt − pt =
1
2
(xt−1 − pt−1 + Etxt+1 − Etpt+1)+φ(yt + Etyt+1) (24)




(πt−1 + Etπt+1)+φ(e yt)+( 1 /2)ηt (25)
where e yt = yt+yt−1+Et−1yt+Etyt+1 and ηπ
t = Et−1πt−πt.W h e nw et a k ei n t o
account explicitly the expectation error, the last equation corresponds exactly
to the equation (14) of the text:
πt =( 1 /3)(πt−1 + Et−1πt + Etπt+1)+( 2 φ/3)(e yt)
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+0 .025(1 + t)(1/2)
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Taylor/Predetermined Prices pt= pt−1+
1
1+φ
(φ∆mt +2 ∆mt−1 − ∆mt−2)
TAB.6 .P r i c ed y n a m i c s( D i s i n ﬂation)
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